
Draft Minutes from the South Gloucestershire SACRE meeting 
17th July 2020 

Online meeting 
4.00 pm – 6.00 pm 

 

1 Election of Chair and Vice Chair 

A nomination was made and seconded for Jane Allinson to be re-elected as chair. She was 
returned to the post of chair unopposed. 

At the time of the meeting, there were no nominations or volunteers for the post of Vice 
Chair. Chris Selway made it known that he would be happy to take on the post and there 
was some discussion on the status of types of committee member. The chair and clerk 
thanked Chris for his nomination and the matter will be an agenda item at our first meeting 
in the 2020/21 academic year. 

Action: HW to update and circulate a membership list. Election of our vice chair to be 
added to the next agenda as a committee item. 

 

2 Minutes of last meeting and matters arising 

The minutes of the previous meeting had been circulated among other papers. They were 
“virtually signed off” as an accurate record of the meeting, with one spelling correction. 
Action points were completed, or tabled as agenda items for discussion in this meeting.  

Action: JA / HW to arrange a physical signing off at a suitable date.  

Attendees:  Mohammed-Nassir Miah, April Begley, Roger Allinson, Jane Allinson, Hannah 
Wood, Jo Hachani, Alex Howard, Iris Segal, Andy Spens, Chris Selway, Ramila Patel, Andrew 
Best, Ruth Wallace, Katy Staples (for Adam Robertson). 

(Jane’s dog and Ziggy the Cat making guest appearances). 

Apologies received: Claire Evans, Adam Robertson, Malcolm Strange, Frances Taylor, Jane 
Stockton. 

Absent: Keith Walker Leah Osborne, Mike Drew, Ben Stokes. 

3 RE in S Glos Secondary schools: responses to survey 

Andrew Best reported that we had had some good responses to the RE in schools survey 

from the secondary schools in South Gloucestershire, and was especially pleased with the 

return from Marlwood. Jane Allinson remarked that she was also pleased that we’d received 

responses from traditionally unresponsive schools. This will be an ongoing item as we are 

waiting for Adam Robertson to return from furlough. There were no comments from 

committee members. 



4 Annual Report 2018/19 

Jane Allinson extended her thanks to Adam in his furlough absence for providing such an 

excellent report to take to cabinet, and remarked that she’d had support for SACRE’s work in 

the meeting from Ben Stokes as a cabinet attendee. There were no comments on the annual 

report from committee members, except to say that as a SACRE we need to continue to 

build on our successes, especially the WIRE award and hub meetings. Andrew Best noted 

that he was not at the cabinet meeting. 

Jane Allinson said that the reception of the report from SACRE was pleasing, and agreed that 

it was important to keep showing our superb value for money as a SACRE so we continue to 

get funding. Andrew Best highlighted Adam’s great work in securing other streams of 

funding, and expressed disappointment that COVID had deflated this year’s plans. 

There were no further questions or comments from our members. 

 

5 
Ramadan / Relationship Education guidance 

Nassir talked through the guidance for Ramadan, and for relationship education. It was 

drawn up by Nassir and the Bristol SACRE and was being presented as an item of interest for 

SG SACRE. He highlighted that other important topical issues (such as Black Lives Matter) 

might affect this guidance, or create a need for similar pamphlets for teachers, children and 

parents to explain particular issues. Katy thanked Nassir for his hard work on the documents, 

noting that Bristol city’s higher diversity influences the context of these prepared materials. 

(Ramila Patel joined the meeting at 4:30 pm) 

Katy Staples posed the question to our SACRE – how do we avoid a situation in one of our 

schools similar to that recently happening at a school in Birmingham (note: there were 

extended protests at a primary school over LGBT issues being taught to students)? The 

SACRE need to consider their role in countering resistance to the (perception of) DfE 

guidelines for relationship education. Is it a matter of promoting “good neighbourliness” 

rather a specifically moral or religious angle? Finally she asked the SACRE to consider 

whether we wished to adopt some version of this guidance for our own use. 

Jane Allinson asked whether we should possibly set up a sub-committee to make this 

guidance our own, and whether we should take it to the hub meetings for feedback from 

teachers. Nassir confirmed he would be happy to have the guidance used and changed for 

SG SACRE purposes. There was some general approving discussion of the best ways to use 

these pieces of guidance, and Andrew Best said that we should consider adopting them as 

they had already been approved by the Bristol board. 

Chris Selway volunteered to go through the guidance with Nassir.  

Action: Chris and Nassir to bring revised versions to our next meeting, or to circulate for 

comment 



6 ‘RE-Hive Project’ and Wire Award                

Andrew Best noted that we were waiting for Adam Robertson to return from furlough to 

really progress these schemes, but COVID had at least opened up consideration of different 

ways of working. Katy Staples confirmed that Adam would return form furlough in 

September.          

As chair, Jane Allinson confirmed that the SACRE would all be in agreement for this to go 

forward, and she was looking forward to seeing the RE-Hive project in action. 

Katy and Nassir had been talking about the impact of COVID on the schools’ progression 

within the WIRE Award. The question was also asked as to whether we should consider a 

more general focus on spirituality in our awards – Alex Howard said he was pleased to see 

this included, and didn’t want to see any more fragmentation within RE in schools. 

There was discussion on how schools could get a fair amount of RE included in their 

curriculum, including ideas on how RE could be used in English lessons to “steal time”, 

especially supporting schools and teachers in the current, even more pressured climate. 

Ramila Patel asked to consider this further in AOB. At that point she asked about COVID and 

visits to schools, and offered consideration of online delivery of things such as spirituality, 

meditation and mindfulness. 

 

7 Timeline for review  of Agreed Syllabus 

In her capacity as chair, Jane Allinson wanted to note her concerns at this point that none of 

the elected member representatives were in attendance at this SACRE meeting. She noted 

Ben Stokes’ excellent contributions and support, but there were queries over the status of 

the other two elected members (clerk’s note – Keith Walker’s email address has been 

consistently bouncinb back SACRE emails). 

Action: Andrew Best and Jane Allinson to write to the leaders of the council parties to get 

clarification of the correct representatives. 

Jane Allinson then asked Chris Selway for his input on the Agreed Syllabus agenda item. Both 

Chris and Katy Staples noted the relatively low attendance at this meeting, and emphasised 

the need for everyone to attend to have imput and to ratify any changes to the Agreed 

Syallabus. 

Alex Howard asked for clarification as to which year we’d agreed to do the review, and there 

was then some discussion on whether to change the length of the review cycle, and 

whether there was any appetite for change after this short an implementation of the last 

Agreed Syallbus. 

Action: Alex Howard to draft and circulate a paper around making changes to the syllabus. 

Jo Hachani said that from the point of view of the “chalkface” she would say that the last 

syllabus still seemed fairly new, and that she felt teachers would be unlikely to want a new 



syllabus to work with. Nassir highlighted that there was a difference between an Agreed 

Syallabus and the materials available with such a syllabus. 

Jane Allinson concluded that there was some agreement to at least initiate the AS review 

process, and that it would be tabled as an item on the next SACRE meeting’s agenda. 

 

8 Annual SACRE RE conference and Dillington 

Jane Allinson opened this agenda item by saying that the conference was a very positive 

experience, she had seen lots of new people attending, and that she could find nothing 

negative in the feedback given. But given the current pandemic, she asked – what is the 

immediate future of the conference? 

Katy Staples said that they were currently being optimistic, as the date was still reserved as 

the last Friday in January 2021. No speakers had yet been booked, and the plan was to 

cancel appropriately if it seemed necessary. There were always good people that could be 

called upon to speak, but it would be necessary to gauge whether there was an appetite for 

real life interaction and thinking at that point.        

Katy was also the only attendee at the Dillington Conference. 

Jane Allinson concluded that there was no further comments or questions on the 

conferences at this time. 

                   

9 Advisers Report 

With regards to the current situation with COVID / furlough, Katy Satples confirmed that the 

agreement with the diocese had always contained provision for herself and Adam to share 

and cover work as necessary. 

Jane Allinson asked for other questions and comments from the SACRE regarding the 

Adviser’s Report – there were none. 

                                                                         

 AOB 

Ramila initiated some further discussion on visiting schools in times of COVID (this was 

touched upon earlier in the minutes). Andrew Best said they were currently working with 

schools to try and make this happen. Ramila suggested that as Zoom Yoga seemed to work, 

maybe there was scope for schools to do virtual visits to places of worship, which could be 

expanded on using systems such as Microsoft Teams. 

Andrew Best also highlighted the considerable work that was going to be done on 

developing Kingswood centre, including spending on the tabernacle and inclusion of things 

such as Hanham Mound in an educational Non Conformist Trail around Bristol and South 

Glos. April Begley confirmed that this was the case and that it also included things such as 



the New Rooms in the city centre. 

(Clerk’s note – one leaflet about this is available online here: 

https://www.southglos.gov.uk/documents/SGlosChapels-Non-Conformist-2018-1.pdf) 

 

Jane Allinson concluded business at 6:00 pm in her capacity as chair of this SACRE 

committee meeting, and thanked everyone for their hard work and attendance over the 

academic year. 

 

  

Dates of Meetings – 2020/21 

Action: Hannah Wood (as clerk) to circulate details of meetings for the next academic 

year. 

 

https://www.southglos.gov.uk/documents/SGlosChapels-Non-Conformist-2018-1.pdf

